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Abstract5

We study the influence of real structure of electromagnetic ion-cyclotron wave packets in the Earth’s6

radiation belts on precipitation of relativistic electrons. Automatic algorithm is used to distinguish7

isolated elements (wave packets) and obtain their amplitude and frequency profiles from satellite8

observations by Van Allen Probe B. We focus on rising-tone EMIC wave packets in the proton band,9

with a maximum amplitude of 1.2–1.6 nT. The resonant interaction of the considered wave packets with10

relativistic electrons 1.5–9 MeV is studied by numerical simulations. The precipitating fluxes are formed11

as a result of both linear and nonlinear interaction; for energies 2—5 MeV precipitating fluxes are close12

to the strong diffusion limit. The evolution of precipitating fluxes is influenced by generation of13

higher-frequency waves at the packet trailing edge near the equator and dissipation of lower-frequency14

waves in the He+ cyclotron resonance region at the leading edge. The wave packet amplitude15

modulation leads to a significant change of precipitated particles energy spectrum during short intervals16

of less than 1 minute. For short time intervals about 10–15 s, the approximation of each local amplitude17

maximum of the wave packet by a Gaussian amplitude profile and a linear frequency drift gives a18

satisfactory description of the resonant interaction.19

Keywords20

resonant interaction; radiation belts; precipitation; relativistic electrons; EMIC waves21

Introduction22

The dynamics of Earth radiation belts has been studied experimentally and theoretically for many years23

(Kennel and Petschek 1966; Tverskoy 1969; Lyons and Thorne 1973; Bespalov and Trakhtengerts 1986;24

Trakhtengerts and Rycroft 2000; Millan and Thorne 2007; Morley et al. 2010; Li and Hudson 2019). The25

Van Allen Probes, working from 2012 to 2019, have provided a variety of data and lots of opportunities26

for analysis and modeling (Mauk et al. 2013).27

Precipitation of relativistic electrons is one of the most interesting phenomena of radiation belts physics.28

The resonant interaction of relativistic electrons with electromagnetic ion-cyclotron (EMIC) waves is29

believed to be one of the main causes of this precipitation (Thorne and Kennel 1971).30
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First studies of resonant interaction of relativistic electrons with EMIC waves have been within the31

framework of the quasi-linear theory (Summers and Thorne 2003; Jordanova et al. 2008; Shprits et al.32

2009). However, observation of quasi-monochromatic wave packets with large amplitudes from 1 to 14 nT33

(Kangas et al. 1998; Demekhov 2007; Engebretson et al. 2007; Engebretson et al. 2008; Pickett et al. 2010;34

Nakamura et al. 2019) inspired analysis of possible nonlinear resonant interaction and its influence on35

precipitation (Albert and Bortnik 2009; Artemyev et al. 2015; Omura and Zhao 2012, 2013; Kubota and36

Omura 2017; Grach and Demekhov 2018a,b, 2020a). Also, there are observations of rapid loss of the37

outer radiation belt (Morley et al. 2010; Nakamura et al. 2019), which is too fast to be explained by38

quasi-linear diffusion rates, and thus requires nonlinear analysis.39

Nonlinear theory of wave-particle interaction has been studied extensively for various wave modes40

(Karpman et al. 1974; Albert 1993, 2000; Albert and Bortnik 2009; Artemyev et al. 2015; Artemyev41

et al. 2017). The features of various interaction regimes were described analytically, including trapping42

by the wave field (Karpman et al. 1974; Albert 1993; Demekhov et al. 2006, 2009; Artemyev et al. 2015),43

phase bunching or nonlinear scattering (Albert 1993, 2000; Artemyev et al. 2017) and force bunching44

(Lundin and Shkliar 1977).45

Wave-particle interaction with finite wave packets with various amplitude and frequency profiles has been46

studied mostly by test particle simulations (Tao et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2018; Omura and Zhao 2012,47

2013; Kubota and Omura 2017; Grach and Demekhov 2018a,b, 2020a). Regimes like directed scattering48

(Kubota and Omura 2017; Grach and Demekhov 2020a,b) or nonlinear shift of the resonance point (Grach49

and Demekhov 2020a) were revealed and analyzed.50

For whistler mode waves, it was shown that for realistic wave packets, nonlinear effects are much weaker51

than for single-frequency waves with a constant wave amplitude, because of the effects of amplitude52

modulation and short packet length (Tao et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2018).53

For EMIC waves, test particle simulations showed that resonant interaction of relativistic electrons with54

rising-tone EMIC wave packets can be very effective (Omura and Zhao 2012, 2013; Kubota and Omura55

2017; Grach and Demekhov 2018b, 2020a). Precipitation flux in this case is heavily influenced and56

increased by nonlinear effects (Grach and Demekhov 2020a).57

Test particle simulations for resonant interaction with EMIC waves use model wave packets with main58

parameters based on observations. In particular, our previous paper (Grach and Demekhov 2020a) used59
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Figure 1. (a) Dynamic spectrum from 11:50 to 13:50 UT 2017-09-14; (b) obtained wave amplitude
profile of discrete elements and (c) obtained wave frequency profile of discrete elements. The elements
are numbered in chronological order, corresponding to the first data point.

model wave packets with linear frequency profile and two amplitude profiles, flat and Gaussian-shaped.60

(Kubota and Omura 2017) used a more complicated structure with several subpackets but without direct61

correspondence to observational data.62

Fine structure of a wave packet can play important role in the resonant interaction, both in linear and63

nonlinear regimes. In this paper we study packets directly corresponding to satellite observations from64

14 September 2017, made by Van Allen Probe B.65

Wave Packet Modeling66

Data processing67

We choose the event of 14 September 2017, the EMIC dynamic spectrum is shown in Figure 1a. We focus68

on rising-tone EMIC wave packets in proton band.69

Discrete elements were identified by using an algorithm developed by (Larchenko et al. 2019). The70

parameters of the algorithm were chosen so as to ensure 90 % of the wave packet energy to be confined71

in the detected elements. The instant amplitude and frequency of the wave packet were obtained by72
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Table 1. Parameters for wave packet modeling.

No. λS L NeL, cm
−3 NHe, % NO, % zstart/zd

14 5.9◦ 5.47 33.3 5.5 5.5 −0.03RE/0.51ZX

22 7.4◦ 5.39 33.5 7 7 −0.1RE/0.75ZX

integration over the element area at any time.73

We distinguished 31 isolated element (wave packet) and obtained their amplitude and frequency profiles74

(see Figure 1b,c). The maximum wave amplitude is about 1.2–1.6 nT. Some of these elements can75

be considered isolated, some are overlapping in time and space. We divide 31 element in 12 groups,76

containing from 1 to 4 elements each and with duration from 40 to 250 s. We assume that each group77

corresponds to a fixed satellite location, and the plasma parameters stay constant during the generation,78

propagation and dissipation of elements in the group.79

We assume that EMIC wave packets are generated near the equator, propagate along the geomagnetic80

field line and then dissipate in the He+ cyclotron resonance region located father from the equator than81

the spacecraft. We use the dipole geomagnetic field model and obtain McIlwain parameter L using the82

satellite geomagnetic latitude λS and the measured geomagnetic field B0. The gyrotropic model of the83

field-aligned profile of plasma density is used (Ne ∝ B0), and the measured local density is averaged over84

the group duration.85

We study the wave-particle interaction with a single packet. For this study, we choose elements 14 and86

22, which amplitudes are high enough for nonlinear interaction. The element 14 is overlapped with87

elements 15 and 16, but we neglect element 15 because of its small amplitude (the ratio of amplitudes88

Bw14/Bw15 = 10÷100) and we will focus our study of element 14 to times before element 16 is generated.89

The values of plasma parameters L, λS, Ne, corresponding to elements 14 and 22, are shown in Table 1.90

Hereafter, the subscripts L and S denote the values at the equator and at the spacecraft location,91

respectively. The other parameters, shown in Table 1, are discussed below.92
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Modeling of Wave Packet Propagation93

Propagation Properties We model the wave packet propagation in the geometrical-optics approx-94

imation, i.e., assume that each point propagates with a local group velocity Vgr and has its own frequency95

that does not vary during the propagation. The amplitude variation is discussed below.96

We use the following additional simplifying assumptions for the wave generation and dissipation. (1)97

Each point of the packet is generated at a single point zstart < 0 near the equator and then propagates98

with increasing coordinate z along the geomagnetic field line (z = 0 corresponds to the equator). (2) The99

wave packet dissipates when it approaches the He+ cutoff z = ZX(f) as detailed below. (3) We restrict100

the simulation parameters in such a way that the wave packet is not broken, i.e., the trajectories of its101

points do not intersect.102

The propagation is modeled by using the following algorithm. For each wave packet, we have the frequency103

profile f j(T j) at the spacecraft location, where j = 1...M , and j = 1,M correspond to the leading and104

trailing edges of the packet, respectively. For each data point we calculate the propagation “backwards”105

to zstart and obtain profile fj(tj), where tj is the generation time at zstart. Then for each point we106

calculate the propagation “forward” until the packet dissipates near cutoff location ZX(f j) ≡ ZX j .107

For this approach to work we have to place some restrictions on plasma composition, i.e. the He+ density,108

to ensure the absence of wave packet breaking during the propagation. The dependence of group velocity109

Vgr on f/fHe+ (fHe+ — local helium gyrofrequency) is non monotonic: Vgr decreases with f/fHe+ far from110

cutoff frequency and increases with f/fHe+ close to it. For a wave packet with strong enough negative111

frequency gradient (rising tone) the intersection of the trajectories (i.e, the amplitude profile breaking)112

is possible for the points with higher frequencies (trailing edge of the wave packet) when we calculate113

the propagation “backward” from the satellite to the equator. This happens if cutoff locations are too114

far away from the satellite location (NHe+ too low), thus decreasing of Vgr with f/fHe+ is too abrupt.115

On the other hand, when a wave packet with rising tone propagates “forward” away from the equator116

and nears the cutoff locations, the trajectories of the points with lower frequencies (leading edge of the117

wave packet) intersect, which leads to the wave packet distortion. This distortion cannot be correctly118

described by geometrical optics, so we need to gradually dissipate the wave packet, starting from the119

leading edge, before this distortion happens. For the model wave packet to correspond to satellite data,120

this dissipation should begin after the satellite location, which means that cutoff locations shouldn’t be121
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too close to the satellite location (NHe+ can’t be too high). Thus, the value of NHe+ should be high122

enough that “backward” propagation from the satellite to the equator is possible without distortion and123

at the same time NHe+ should be low enough for the correct “forward” propagation from the equator124

to the satellite. The values for two considered wave packets are shown in Table 1. We also assume125

NO+ = NHe+ .126

Due to the properties of wave packet propagation, discussed above, “forward” propagation to the equator127

(from zstart to z = 0) without distortion is possible only in a small region. The values of zstart (chosen as128

the maximum possible |zstart|) are also shown in Table 1 (hereafter, RE denotes the Earth radius).129

Amplitude and Phase of the Wave Packet We assume that there is a small region ∆zgen130

where the wave packet is generated (its energy increases), the small region ∆zdamp where wave packet131

dissipates (its energy decreases, after the satellite) and in between for each point of the packet its energy132

E ∝ B2
wVgr/(8π) remains constant and corresponds to the satellite data. We choose the following model:133

E(f j) =































ES jδgen exp[γgenj(z − zstart)], zstart ≤ z ≤ zc j ;

ES j , zc j < z ≤ zdampj ;

ES j exp[−γdamp j(z − zdamp j)
2], zdamp j < z < min{0.99ZX j , zcr j}.

(1)

Here j = 1...M , zcrj is the location of possible trajectory intersection, δgen = 1/50, γgenj = − ln δgen/(zcj−134

zstart), zcj = zstart +∆zgenj , γdampj = 5 ln 10/(ZXj − zdampj)
2.135

We choose ∆zgenj = 0.1ZXj , thus the generation region takes up to 10 % of the area of wave packet136

existence. The relation between zdamp and ZX is chosen empirically for each wave packet, to ensure that137

wave amplitude is small enough at the dissipation point. The values of zdamp are shown in Table 1.138

We also calculate the change in the wave phase for the leading and trailing edges of the packet:139

ϑj =

∫

kjdz −

∫

ωjdt =
ωj

c

∫

njdz − ωjt. (2)

Here ωj = 2πfj , kj and nj are wave number and refractive index for the frequency fj , respectively. We140

set ϑj = 0 at z = zstart for any j.141

While the packet is generated, the trailing edge of the packet is located at zstart and so the phase of the142

trailing edge ϑte = 0. Once the generation is finished, ϑte = ϑM and changes smoothly. On the contrary,143

the phase of the leading edge changes smoothly at first, while ϑle = ϑ1, then, once the packet starts to144

dissipate, ϑle = ϑj , where j increases (the leading edge frequency increases until the packet dissipates145
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Figure 2. Wave packet propagation for element 14: amplitude (a–c) and frequency (d–f) profiles. Panels
b and e show spatial profiles at t = 10 s (dashed red line), 25 s (solid red line), 45 s (dashed green line)
and 60 s (solid green line). Panels c and f show temporal profiles at the satellite location z = zS (black
solid line), black markers represent the data from Figure 1. Times 10; 25; 45 and 60 s are shown in
panels a, d by horizontal lines and in panels c, f by vertical lines. Location z = zS is shown in panels
a, d, b, e by vertical lines.

completely).146

The results of wave packets modeling are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Hereafter time t starts at the147

generation moment of the leading edge of the packet.148

As one can see from Figures 2,3, all the frequencies which can be seen in satellite data do not exist at the149

same time. By the time the wave with the highest frequency in the packet (trailing edge) is generated, the150

waves with lowest frequencies (leading edge) have been already dissipated at the He+ resonance. That151

means that any space profile will contain only part of the frequency spectrum.152
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Figure 3. Wave packet propagation for element 22: amplitude (a–c) and frequency (d–f) profiles. Panels
b and e show spatial profiles at t = 25 s (dashed red line) and 40 s (solid red line). Panels c and f show
temporal profiles at the satellite location z = zS (black solid line), black markers represent the data
from Figure 1. Times 25 and 40 s are shown in panels a, d by horizontal lines and in panels c, f by
vertical lines. Location z = zS is shown in panels a, d, b, e by vertical lines.
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Wave-Particle Interaction. Theory153

Basic equations154

The resonant interaction with parallel-propagating EMIC waves is possible only for relativistic electrons155

and at the anomalous cyclotron resonance. The resonance condition is written as follows:156

∆ = ω − kv|| +Ωc/γ = 0, (3)

where ω and k are wave frequency and number, respectively, v|| is field-aligned velocity, Ωc = eB0/mc,157

B0 is geomagnetic field, e > 0 is elementary charge, γ =

√

1 + [p/(mc)]
2
, m and p are the electron rest158

mass and momentum, respectively.159

We use the same equations of motion for test electrons interacting with EMIC waves as (Grach and160

Demekhov 2020a):161

dW

dt
= −ev⊥|Ew| sinΨ; (4)

162

dI⊥
dt

= −
2e

mB0

p⊥(1− n||β||)|Ew| sinΨ; (5)

163

dΨ

dt
= −∆−

e

p⊥
(1− n||β||)|Ew| cosΨ; (6)

164

dz

dt
=

p||

mγ
. (7)

Here the subscripts || and ⊥ denote projections to the parallel and transverse directions with respect165

to B0, respectively, Ew is slowly changing wave electric field amplitude, n|| = kc/ω, Ψ = ϑ − ϕ, ϕ166

is the gyrophase in the geomagnetic field B0, ϑ is the wave phase, β|| = v||/c, W = (γ − 1)mc2 and167

I⊥ = p2⊥/(mB0) are the electron kinetic energy and the first adiabatic invariant respectively, and z is168

coordinate along the geomagnetic field with z = 0 corresponding to the equator. In the right-hand side169

of equation (6) the first term represents inertial, or kinematic bunching, while the second one represents170

the direct influence of Lorentz force on the particle phase (force bunching).171

For EMIC waves ω ≪ Ωc, and thus the resonant interaction is possible only for k‖v‖ > 0 and the change in172

electron energy W will be insignificant: γ ≈ const (Bespalov and Trakhtengerts 1986; Albert and Bortnik173

2009). The interaction result is described by the change in the adiabatic invariant I⊥ or equatorial pitch174

angle ΘL, µ = sin2 ΘL = (p2⊥/p
2)(BL/B0).175
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Summary of earlier analytical results176

For the reader’s convenience, we briefly summarize earlier results of various authors (Karpman et al.177

1974; Albert 1993, 2000; Albert and Bortnik 2009; Kubota and Omura 2017; Grach and Demekhov178

2018a, 2020a).179

Particle behavior during the interaction (interaction regime) is determined by the inhomogeneity param-180

eter R = σRR (Karpman et al. 1974; Albert 1993, 2000; Albert and Bortnik 2009; Kubota and Omura181

2017; Grach and Demekhov 2018a), where σR = ±1 determines the effective inhomogeneity sign, and182

R =
|d∆/dt|

Ω2
tr

. (8)

Here Ω2
tr is frequency of electron oscillations in the wave field near the effective potential minimum (Grach183

and Demekhov 2018a; Demekhov et al. 2006). Under real conditions, the parameter R changes both in184

time and in space. These changes are associated both with medium inhomogeneity (including changes185

in the wave packet frequency and amplitude) and nonlinear changes in the particle parameters during186

the interaction. However, the main features of the particle motion can be categorized based on the R187

values calculated at the resonance point in the linear approximation. For R > 1, the trajectories of all188

particles on the phase plane are open (all particles are untrapped), and for R < 1 there is a minimum189

of the wave effective potential, i.e. particle trapping by the wave field is possible. The phase trajectories190

of the trapped particles are closed. For resonant interaction of electrons with EMIC wave packet, which191

is generated near the equator and propagates away from it, the effective inhomogeneity is negative.192

Hereafter, we assume σR = −1.193

The case of R ≫ 1 corresponds to the linear regime. In this case the change in particle equatorial pitch194

angle depends on initial phase. For an ensemble of particles with initial phases uniformly distributed in195

[0, 2π) pitch angle diffusion takes place (Albert 2000; Albert and Bortnik 2009; Grach and Demekhov196

2018a, 2020a):197

〈∆µ〉lin = 0; (9)
198

√

〈(∆µlin − 〈∆µ〉lin)2〉 = σlin
µ > 0. (10)

Hereafter, angle brackets denote phase averaging. The root mean square deviation σµ determines the199

diffusion coefficients in the linear regime.200

For R ≤ 1, the resonant interaction is nonlinear, which leads to drift in pitch angles for both trapped and201

untrapped particles. For relativistic electrons interacting with EMIC waves, propagating away from the202
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equator, trapping can lead to a significant decrease in pitch angle (Albert and Bortnik 2009; Kubota and203

Omura 2017; Grach and Demekhov 2018a, 2020a). For most of the untrapped particles, phase bunching204

without trapping or nonlinear scattering takes place (Albert 1993, 2000; Artemyev et al. 2017), which205

leads to pitch angle increase (Albert and Bortnik 2009; Grach and Demekhov 2018b, 2020a). When R < 1206

is not too small, directed scattering, which leads to a significant pitch angle decrease, is possible for a207

small group of untrapped particles (Kubota and Omura 2017; Grach and Demekhov 2018a, 2020a).208

Nonlinear effects can also take place for not too high R ≥ 1. If the wave amplitude is high enough, then209

the resonance point is shifted during the interaction. It leads to particles with the same initial pitch210

angle but different initial phases having different resonance points, and, consequently, different values211

of R. When dependence R(µ) is significant, that causes drift in µ (〈∆µ〉 6= 0) (Grach and Demekhov212

2020a). Force bunching (the Lorentz force term in Eq. (6) for the particle phase, which is neglected213

in linear approximation) becomes significant for particles with low ΘL. It was shown analytically by214

(Lundin and Shkliar 1977) that force bunching leads to systematic increase in electron pitch angle for215

resonance electrons with low transverse velocities in the field of a whistler mode parallel propagating wave.216

Lately, numerical simulations showed similar results for electrons interacting with EMIC waves (Grach217

and Demekhov 2020a), right-hand extraordinary mode (Grach and Demekhov 2020b), and whistler waves218

(Kitahara and Katoh 2019). It was showed in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a) that force bunching can219

completely block precipitation from low pitch angles close to the loss cone.220

Wave-Particle Interaction. Numerical Calculations221

The system (4)–(7) was solved numerically by Bogacky-Shampine variant of the Runge-Kutta method.222

For every energy calculations were done for 82 values of equatorial pitch angle (range 4◦–85◦, step of 1223

degree) and 360 values of the initial phase (uniformly in [0, 2π)). Thus, for every energy, the trajectories of224

29520 particles were calculated. We assume particle energies 1 MeV ≤ W0 ≤ 10 MeV. At the beginning of225

simulation t = tbegin all particles are placed at the point z = −0.1RE with positive longitudinal velocities.226

As is shown below, this is insignificant for the results, since the particles are spread over the field line in227

4–8 bounces. If a particle is in the loss cone after leaving the packet (ΘL < ΘLc), then the simulation228

for this particle is stopped. For both considered sets of plasma parameters, the equatorial pitch angle,229

corresponding to the loss cone, ΘLc ≈ 3.4◦.230
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Figure 4. Resonance conditions. Distribution of resonance points with R < 10 over time (a) and
dependencies of Rmin ≤ 5 on time (b,c) for the whole packet. Dependencies Rmin(ΘL0,W0) for the
chosen time intervals: element 14, 10–25 s (case I, d), element 14, 45–60 s (case II, e), element 22,
25–40 s (case III, f). On the bottom panels the Rmin scale is limited by R = 10.

Change in phase Ψ is calculated according to (6) when a particle is inside the wave packet. The phase231

on the particle next entrance in the packet is calculated taking into account the increments in particle232

gyrophase ϕ and in the wave phase ϑ for the packet edges (ϑle and ϑte, see (2)).233

Preliminary Analysis of Resonance Conditions234

Our simulation model, based on equations (4)–(7), doesn’t take into account the effect of magnetic drift235

on the electron distribution function in a given flux tube. To justify this approximation, we must limit our236

simulation to times which don’t exceed drift times across the wave packet. These times are significantly237

shorter than 100–120 s of wave packets existence (specific values are discussed below). To determine238

simulation time and range of test particle energies, we first analyze resonant conditions for the considered239

wave packets and the behavior of inhomogeneity parameter R unperturbed values.240

If the frequency range of the wave packet remains constant during the simulation, we can analyze resonant241

conditions for the single pass through the wave packet near the equator and then predict their behavior242

during wave packet propagation (Grach and Demekhov 2018a, 2020a). With lower-frequency waves243

dissipating and higher-frequency waves generating during possible simulation time (see bottom panels of244

Figures 2 and 3), we have to analyze resonance points and R values at these points for the whole time245

when the wave packet exists.246
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In Figure 4a the distribution of resonance points with R < 10 over time is shown for both wave packets.247

In Figure 4b and c, we show time dependencies of minimum R values over the trajectory (for Rmin ≤ 5).248

Based on these calculations and several test simulations we choose three cases for our further simulations:249

(I) element 14, time interval 10–25 s; (II) element 14, time interval 45–60 s; (III) element 22, time interval250

25–40 s. Dependencies of Rmin(ΘL0,W0) for these three cases are shown at bottom panels of Figure 4.251

These intervals correspond to the most effective wave-particle interaction and represent all the possible252

interaction regimes. Note that taking into account wave packet dissipation in the He+ cyclotron resonance253

region allowed us to use longer simulation time than in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a) (15 s instead of254

6.5 s).255

These time intervals are shown in Figures 2 and 3, as well as spatial profiles of wave amplitude and256

frequency at the start and end of the intervals (hereafter, tbegin and tend, respectively). As one can257

see from the Figures, Case I (element 14, time interval 10–25 s) corresponds to the biggest changes in258

the packet length during the interaction interval. We can also see that in Case I there is an active259

generation of higher-frequency waves at the trailing edge during the simulation time but dissipation of260

lower-frequency waves at the leading edge doesn’t take place. Case II (element 14, time interval 45–60 s)261

corresponds to the widest frequency range (1.4–2.35 Hz) and to the longest wave packet spatial structure262

(close to 2RE). Generation of the packet is mostly finished by the beginning of Case II, but dissipation263

of lower-frequency waves has started. Case III (element 22, time interval 25–40 s) corresponds to the264

strongest increase in frequency; both generation and dissipation take place during the simulation time.265

The highest frequencies in Case II result in the lowest resonant energies (see Figure 4e). We also can266

see that Case II has the largest range of resonant pitch angles and the widest area of possible nonlinear267

interaction (corresponding to lower R values). It is noteworthy that the zone of resonant interaction is268

determined by the effective wave packet length for the considered packets, since the zone determined by269

the phase mismatch is wider.270

The calculations were done in the following energy ranges: 3.5÷ 8.0 MeV for Case I, 1.5÷ 5.5 MeV for271

Case II and 3.5 ÷ 9.0 MeV for Case III, with steps of 0.5 MeV. Here the lower limit corresponds to the272

lowest energy for which the range of resonant pitch angles exceeds 20◦, the upper limit is chosen based273

on test estimates on precipitation flux (see below).274

For particles with maximum considered energy 9 MeV the chosen simulation duration of 15 s corresponds275
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to the drift time across an arc of 5◦, which seems reasonable transverse size for an EMIC wave packet.276

For longer time intervals, drift effects have to be taken into account. The chosen time interval 15 s277

corresponds to 25–50 bounce periods.278

Interaction regimes279

First, we study which interaction regimes are possible for the considered wave packets and particle280

ensemble, and how their features depend on particle parameters and wave packet evolution.281

In this section we analyze the interaction regimes based on phase averaged change in µ = sin2 ΘL after282

a single pass through wave packet. In Figure 5, we plot 〈∆µ〉(ΘL) and σµ(ΘL) for two moments during283

the simulation, where ΘL is the equatorial pitch angle before the pass through the packet.284

The dependencies 〈∆µ〉(ΘL,W0), σµ(ΘL,W0) are similar for all three cases and are also in agreement285

with previous results for model wave packets with Gaussian amplitude profile (Grach and Demekhov286

2020a).287

For lower energies (close to the lower limit of the resonant range, top row in Figure 5) small positive288

maximum of 〈∆µ〉 at smaller ΘL is related to force bunching, with small influence of nonlinear shift of289

the resonance point. The negative minimum of 〈∆µ〉 at higher ΘL is also caused by nonlinear shift of the290

resonance point (trapping by the wave field is not possible at these energies, see Figure 4). For higher291

energies (close to the upper limit of the resonant range, bottom row in Figure 5), positive maximum of292

〈∆µ〉 is located at intermediate ΘL and caused by a nonlinear shift of the resonance point with a small293

influence of phase bunching. A strong negative minimum near the upper limit of resonant range of ΘL is294

related to the particle trapping by the wave field. The nonlinear effects are the strongest (|〈∆µ〉| ≥ σµ)295

for lower energies and low pitch angles close to the loss cone and for trapping (Case II, higher energies).296

For higher energies and relatively wide range of ΘL < 25◦–40◦, the interaction is linear (〈∆µ〉(ΘL) ≈ 0)297

with small rms deviation σµ (and, consequently, small diffusion coefficients).298

With increasing energies (from top row to bottom in Figure 5), the extrema of 〈∆µ〉(ΘL) are shifted to299

the higher values of ΘL.300

The influence of complicated packet structure (in comparison with simpler models (Grach and Demekhov301

2018b, 2020a)) can be seen in the temporal dynamics of the dependencies 〈∆µ〉(ΘL), σµ(ΘL). For302

dependencies 〈∆µ〉(ΘL), only Case II shows roughly the same temporal dynamics as the model wave303

packets, considered in (Grach and Demekhov 2018b, 2020a): |〈∆µ〉(ΘL)| decreases with time, and the304
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extrema of 〈∆µ〉(ΘL) are shifted to the lower values of ΘL. For Cases I and III, |〈∆µ〉(ΘL)| can either305

increase or decrease and the extrema of 〈∆µ〉(ΘL) are shifted to the higher values of ΘL.306

This dynamics is explained as follows. For electrons with lower energies and/or higher pitch angles307

(corresponding to exrema in 〈∆µ〉(ΘL)), the resonance points are located closer to the trailing edge.308

Therefore, the resonant interaction with these particles will be strongly influenced by generation of309

higher-frequency waves at the packet trailing edge near the equator. For Case II, the generation of310

higher-frequency waves during the simulation time is not significant (see Figure 2): generation stops311

in the middle of the simulation, the increase of trailing edge frequency is small and the amplitudes of312

the generated waves are low. Thus, evolution of 〈∆µ〉(ΘL) in Case II is caused mostly by wave packet313

propagation, like in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a). On the contrary, for Cases I and III, generation of314

higher-frequency waves at the equator during the simulation time plays an important role in the packet315

evolution and temporal dynamics of wave-particle interaction (see Figures 2,3).316

Temporal dynamics of σµ(ΘL) in the linear regime at low ΘL is also different for different cases (see317

bottom row of Figure 5): σµ increases with time in Case I, decreases only slightly in Case II and remains318

constant in Case III. The results of (Grach and Demekhov 2020a), on the contrary, show only an increase319

in σµ with time for low pitch angles and higher energies (see Appendix there). The reason for such a320

difference stems from the fact that the resonance points of such electrons are located near the leading edge321

of the packet (Grach and Demekhov 2018b, 2020a). So, the resonant interaction with these particles will322

be influenced by the dissipation of lower-frequency waves once the packet nears He+ resonance. In Case323

I, there is no dissipation during the simulation time; so, σµ increasing is due to wave packet propagation,324

like in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a). In Cases II and III, σµ(ΘL) temporal dynamics is determined by325

the wave packet dissipation, though amplitude modulation also can have a quantitative effect.326

We should also note that particle trapping by the wave field leads to a significant change in ΘL (up327

to 40◦) only in Case II (the case with minimum values of inhomogeneity parameter R and the longest328

packet). In Cases I and III, pitch angle change as a result of trapping doesn’t exceed 20◦, mostly because329

effective packet lengths are shorter in these cases. The similar results of particles detrapping due to short330

packet effective lengths were observed in test particle simulations for whistler mode packets (Tao et al.331

2012).332
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lines, respectively).
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Precipitation mechanisms333

Let us analyze particle precipitation mechanisms during the entire simulation time. Following (Grach334

and Demekhov 2020a), we plot the scattering pitch angle ΘLsc (equatorial pitch angles of precipitating335

electrons before the last interaction with the wave packet) as a function of time. Figure 6 shows the336

results for Case II, and the results for the other two cases are qualitatively similar.337

As one can see from Figure 6, the maximum scattering pitch angle ΘLsc is about 30◦. According to338

previous analysis (see Figures 4, 5 and relevant discussion), for these pitch angles R > 1. Thus, of339

nonlinear regimes only force bunching and/or nonlinear shift of the resonance point are possible.340

Force bunching blocks precipitation from low pitch angles for lower energies (about one half of the341

considered energy range). At the same time, when precipitation from low ΘL is blocked by force bunching,342

it is possible from higher ΘL. Specifically, at W0 = 2 MeV (Figure 6b), precipitation is blocked from343

ΘLsc ≤ 20◦ (at early times) but is possible from ΘLsc up to 30◦. This precipitation occurs in the regime344

which is close to linear (with small influence of nonlinear shift of the resonance point). For higher energies,345

when the effect of force bunching is absent (Figures 6e and f), ΘLsc ≤ 10◦. The range of blocked pitch346

angles and maximum ΘLsc have a maximum over energy; for entirely linear precipitation the range of347

ΘLsc decreases with energy.348

Trapping by the wave field can’t directly cause precipitation, because it occurs at high pitch angles and349

|∆ΘL| < ΘL0 −ΘLc. To analyze indirect influence of trapping, we plot the maximum change (decrease)350

in ΘL of precipitating particles over their trajectories |∆ΘL|
lost
max. The results for Case II are shown in351

Figure 7. For lower energies (Figures 7a and b) the trapping is impossible (see Figure 4e), and |∆ΘL|
lost
max352

has roughly the same value as the change which leads directly to precipitation. For intermediate energies353

(Figures 7c and 7d) particles that have been trapped along their trajectory can make up a significant354

part of precipitating particles. For higher energies (Figure 7f), there are no trapped particles in the loss355

cone, despite the fact that for these energies trapping is the most effective. It happens because trapping356

takes place for ΘL ≥ 60◦, while in rather wide range ΘL ≤ 40◦ the wave-particle interaction is linear357

with small σµ (see bottom row of Figure 5). Thus, trapped particles don’t have enough time to reach the358

loss cone due to diffusion after they leave the trapping region.359

Figures 6 and 7 also demonstrate the influence of the initial particle distribution in space at the beginning360

of the simulation. As one can see, this influence disappears after 4−8 bounce oscillations (approximately361
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Figure 6. Equatorial pitch angles ΘLsc of precipitating electrons before the last interaction with the
wave packet as a function of time for Case II. Time is counted from the beginning of simulation and
corresponds to particle exiting the wave packet.

2÷ 5 seconds).362

Temporal dynamics of ΘLsc is complicated, different for different energies even within one case and more363

diverse than for a model packets considered in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a). When nonlinear effects364

are strong (W0 < 4 MeV, Figures 6a–d), the difference from the earlier results is mostly due to longer365

simulation time. When precipitation is linear or almost linear (W0 ≥ 4 MeV, Figures 6e and f), the range366

of precipitation pitch angles has a slight minimum or decreases with time; for a model wave packet with367

Gaussian amplitude profile, precipitation pitch angle range increases with time for linear precipitation368

(Grach and Demekhov 2020a).369

This difference is explained by the fact that for particles with higher energies and low pitch angles370

resonant interaction is influenced by dissipation of the lower-frequency waves once the packet nears the371

He+ resonance. Also, spatial amplitude profiles for Case II are different from Gaussian one (see Figure 2b);372

this amplitude modulation is not strong enough to cause qualitative difference for interaction regimes at373

any given time, but can have quantitative effect.374

For Cases I and III, generation of higher-frequency waves might influence ΘLsc temporal dynamics. These375

dynamics is roughly the same as temporal dynamics of precipitating flux, that is discussed below.376
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Figure 7. The maximum change in equatorial pitch angle over the trajectory for precipitating electrons.
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Evolution of the Distribution Function377

To analyze the simulation results in terms of particle distribution function and for correct analysis of378

precipitating fluxes, we have to establish the connection between the distribution function ΦΘL
(ΘL) and379

the distribution of the test particles in the phase space. As in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a) we use the380

following normalization (Bespalov and Trakhtengerts 1986; Trakhtengerts and Rycroft 2008):381

N =

∫

n(z)
B0m

B0(z)
dz. (11)

Here N is the number of particles in a geomagnetic flux tube with a unit cross section at the ionosphere,382

n(z) =
∫

fd3p =
∫

f sinΘdΘ p2dp dΨ is the local number density, f is the local particle distribution383

function averaged over gyrophases, Θ is the local pitch angle, p is particle momentum and B0m is the384

maximum field for the given geomagnetic field line. The distribution function f can be averaged over385

bounce oscillations and integrated over particle momentum (taking into account that the electron energy386

is conserved with a high accuracy) and over phases and thus we obtain particles distribution in equatorial387

pitch angles ΦΘL
(ΘL).388

We can also express N via the number of test particles in the simulation, Np:389

N =
v0TB

2µc

βVNp, (12)

where v0 is particle velocity (which stays constant during the interaction), µc = sin2 ΘLc corresponds to390

the loss cone, TB =
∫

TB(µ)dµ, βV is the normalization constant, and Np is the number of test particles391

in the simulation.392

Using (11) and (12), we can write the connection between distribution function ΦΘL
and distribution of393

the test particles in the phase space as follows:394

ΦΘL
=

∆Np

∆ΘL

TB

TB

βV

sin (2ΘL)
; (13)

Here ∆Np is the number of test particles having the pitch angle ΘL within the range ∆ΘL.395

We also assign a specific weight to each test particle to ensure that the initial particle distribution396

ΦΘL
|t=tbegin

is constant. More details can be found in the Appendix of (Grach and Demekhov 2020a).397

We divide the total simulation time 15 s in 26 intervals {∆ti} = ti+1 − ti, i = 0, 1, ..., 26, t0 = tbegin,398

t26 = tend, where ∆t0 = ∆t25 = 0.3 s and the other intervals ∆t0<i<25 = 0.6 s. The value 0.6 s399

corresponds to the bounce period of particles close to the loss cone: TB(ΘL = ΘLc) ≈ 0.6–0.62 s. The400
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Figure 8. Evolution of distribution function. Case II, time is counted from the beginning of simulation.
Initial distribution is shown in black, the magenta line corresponds to the loss cone.

first interval is chosen shorter, because at t0 = tbegin the particle ensemble is located near the equator;401

the time ∆t0 = 0.3 s is long enough that all particles precipitated after the first pass through the packet402

will reach the ionosphere and short enough that all other particles during ∆t0 will pass the wave packet403

in the resonant direction only once. In the further analysis, both ∆t0 and ∆t25 will be ignored.404

We average the particle distribution function over the intervals ∆ti and attribute the obtained result to405

the time τi = (ti+1 + ti)/2 (the middle of the interval ∆ti). We use the grid in ΘL which is not fine406

enough to ensure distribution function resolution within the loss cone, so in the loss cone the distribution407

function has one value, Φc
ΘL

.408

Figure 8 shows the evolution of distribution function for 3 values of energy in Case II. These energies409

represent three typical patterns of wave-particle interaction in Case II; Cases I and III also demonstrate410

the similar patterns.411

For W0 = 2 MeV (lower energies), the distribution function is close to isotropic for ΘL ≤ 60◦ (there is412

no resonant interaction for higher ΘL, so the distribution function remains undisturbed). The value of413

ΦΘL
slowly decreases with time from the initial value Φ0

ΘL
to approximately 0.8Φ0

ΘL
.414

For W0 = 3 MeV (intermediate energies), the distribution function is close to isotropic up to ΘL ≈ 20◦–415

30◦ and then there are noticeable variations with a maximum in the vicinity of 40◦ and a minimum in416
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the vicinity of 50◦. These variations are caused by phase bunching and trapping.417

For W0 = 5 MeV (higher energies), the distribution function increases from Φc
ΘL

≈ (0–0.5)Φ0
ΘL

in the loss418

cone to the initial value Φ0
ΘL

at ΘL ≈ 20◦. Noticeable variations, associated with phase bunching and419

trapping by the wave field, take place in the area ΘL ≈ 40◦–70◦ and thus don’t influence the precipitation.420

The behavior of the distribution function in the vicinity of the loss cone is roughly the same as for the421

model Gaussian packet in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a). Trapping by the wave field is not effective422

for Gaussian packet and particle ensemble considered in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a), so noticeable423

variations, associated with trapping, were present only for a model packet with flat amplitude profile.424

Precipitating Flux425

For the further analysis, we normalize the precipitating fluxes Snum
pr , directly corresponding to the426

numerical simulation results, to the flux SSD
pr in the limiting case of strong diffusion. In this case the427

loss cone is filled continuously and distribution function is isotropic; the precipitating flux takes the428

limiting value equal to the trapped flux (Kennel and Petschek 1966; Bespalov and Trakhtengerts 1986;429

Trakhtengerts and Rycroft 2008):430

SSD
pr =

Nµc

TB

. (14)

Here N is the number of particles in geomagnetic field tube with a unit cross section at the ionosphere431

(11), (12). The simulated precipitating flux is evaluated as:432

Snum
pr (τi) =

NδNp

∆ti
. (15)

Here δNp = Np lost/Np is the relative number of test particles, precipitated during time interval ∆ti, τi433

and ∆ti are described above.434

Dependencies of the normalized precipitating fluxes S̃ = Snum
pr /SSD

pr on the time and energy are shown435

in Figure 9. Precipitating fluxes S̃av, averaged over the whole simulation time, as well as maximum and436

minimum values, are shown in Figure 10.437

The energy dependence of time-averaged fluxes is similar for all three cases. At the lowest energy,438

S̃av ≈ 0.4–0.6, then it increases to S̃av ≈ 1 and is nearly constant for an interval about 1 MeV (W0 = 4–439

5 MeV for Case I; W0 = 2–3 MeV for Case II; W0 = 4.5–5.5 MeV for Case III) and then decreases, to440

values S̃av ≤ 0.25 at the right boundary of the energy range.441

The maximum values of precipitating fluxes correspond to the case of strong diffusion, i.e. to an almost442
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Figure 9. Temporal dynamics of normalized precipitating fluxes for Case I (a), II (b) and III (c)
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Figure 10. Normalized precipitating fluxes, averaged (solid lines), maximized (dotted lines) and
minimized (dotted lines) over the simulation time, for Case I (a), II (b) and III (c).
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isotropic distribution function in the vicinity of the loss cone (see Figure 8). These cases correspond443

to the strongest interaction at ΘL < 40◦, i.e. the most effective force bunching, the highest values of444

precipitating pitch angles ΘLsc and the widest range of ΘLsc (see Figures 6b, 6c and 6d). In Case II,445

there is an energy range (2.5 MeV≤ W0 ≤ 3.0 MeV), for which Snum
pr /SSD

pr ∼ 1 and trapping by the wave446

influences the precipitation (see Figures 7c and 7d). In Cases I and III for energies corresponding to447

maximum fluxes trapping is not possible (see Figures 4e and 4f).448

The time dependence for maximum precipitating fluxes is not significant: fluxes oscillate near the average449

value. For lower and higher energies, when Snum
pr /SSD

pr < 1, temporal dynamics of the fluxes is determined450

by generation of higher-frequency waves at the trailing edge, dissipation of the lower-frequency waves at451

the leading edge and propagation effects. For particles with lower energies, resonance points are located452

closer to the trailing edge (for rising tone packets, see (Grach and Demekhov 2018a, 2020a)), thus the453

resonant interaction is influenced by the generation of higher-frequency waves. When the generation takes454

place during the simulation, precipitating fluxes for lower energies increase with time (Cases I and III);455

when the generation is finished and wave packet propagates away from the equator, precipitating fluxes456

for lower energies decrease with time (Case II and model Gaussian packet in (Grach and Demekhov457

2020a)). For particles with higher energies and low pitch angles (which determine the precipitation),458

resonant interaction, on the contrary, is influenced by the dissipation of lower-frequency waves at the459

leading edge. Thus, before the dissipation starts, precipitating fluxes for higher energies increase with460

time (Case I and model Gaussian packet in (Grach and Demekhov 2020a)) due to propagation effects;461

when the dissipation takes place precipitating fluxes for higher energies either fluctuate near an average462

value (Case III) or decrease with time (Case II).463

It’s also important to note that the temporal dynamics of the precipitating fluxes in the linear regime464

(higher energies) agrees with temporal dynamics of σµ (see Figure 5 and relevant discussion) and thus465

with temporal dynamics of diffusion coefficients. The decrease of S̃av with energy once the precipitation466

becomes linear is slowest for the case with lowest frequencies at the leading edge (Case III). Under similar467

wave amplitudes lower frequencies at the leading edge lead to smaller values of R for low pitch angles468

and higher energies, which in turn leads to larger σµ.469

Note that Cases I and II actually belong to the same wave packet (element 14) with strong amplitude470

modulation and simulation for Case II starts 20 s after simulation for Case I ends (see Figure 2). Thus, for471
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element 14 we can assume a significant change in energy spectrum of precipitated particles on a time scale472

about 30 s. Within one simulation (15 s) there also can be a slight change of precipitated particles energy473

spectrum, caused by the wave packet evolution: the flux maximum on energy can become smoother (Case474

I), more pronounced (Case II) or shift to lower energies (Case III).475

The temporal dynamics of precipitated fluxes and the energy spectrum of precipitating particles is476

generally in qualitative agreement with the results of (Kubota and Omura 2017), corresponding to the477

case when trapping doesn’t cause direct precipitation (the case with low cold plasma density).478

Summary479

We have studied the resonant interaction of relativistic electrons with EMIC wave packets within one480

event (11:50–13:50 UT, 14 September 2017, Van Allen Probe B). The considered wave packets have rising481

tone within proton band and amplitudes up to 1.2 nT.482

As a result of interaction with the wave packets under consideration, electrons with energies of 1.5–9 MeV483

can effectively precipitate into the loss cone. For particles with energies 2—5 MeV (depending on the484

wave packet and time interval), the precipitating flux is close to the limiting value corresponding to the485

strong diffusion regime.486

The influence of a realistic wave packet structure brings the following specific features in the interaction,487

compared with idealized cases considered earlier (Grach and Demekhov 2020a).488

For the considered short time intervals, the approximation of each local amplitude maximum of the wave489

packet by a Gaussian amplitude profile and a linear frequency drift gives a satisfactory description of the490

resonant interaction dynamics. At the same time, generation of higher-frequency waves at the packet491

trailing edge near the equator and dissipation of lower-frequency waves in the He+ gyroresonance region492

at the leading edge can play an important role.493

Generation of higher-frequency waves mostly influences interaction for electrons with lower energies494

and/or higher equatorial pitch angles, i.e. the particles, for which nonlinear interaction takes place.495

As long as the higher-frequency parts of the wave packet are generated near the equator with high496

enough amplitudes, the precipitating flux at lower energies increases. Once the generation stops and the497

wave propagates away from the equator, the corresponding precipitating flux decreases.498

Dissipation of lower-frequency waves mostly affects interaction for particles with higher energies and low499
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equatorial pitch angles, i.e. linear interaction. Once the dissipation starts, precipitating flux for particles500

with higher energies decreases with time. If there is no dissipation in the considered time interval,501

precipitating flux for higher energy particles (linear precipitation) will increase with time.502

The amplitude modulation of the wave packet leads to a significant change of energy spectrum of503

precipitated particles during short time. Specifically, for element 14 of the considered event (three local504

amplitude maxima), the energy with maximum precipitating flux decreases from W0 ≈ 4.5 MeV to505

W0 ≈ 2.5 MeV during 30 s, while the element itself exists for about 120 s.506

The main nonlinear effects, which affect the precipitation, are the force bunching and nonlinear shift507

of the resonance point. Force bunching blocks precipitation for particles with low pitch angles, up to508

ΘL ≈ 20◦. At the same time the precipitation can exist from a noticeable range of higher ΘL ≈ 10◦–30◦.509

This situation corresponds to maximum precipitating fluxes.510

Particle trapping by the wave field can indirectly influence precipitation for some energies, but this511

influence is not crucial for the considered parameters. Effective precipitation due to trapping and directed512

scattering is possible for longer and higher-amplitude wave packets (amplitudes up to 14 nT are observed513

(Kitahara and Katoh 2019)) and also for higher cold plasma density (Kubota and Omura 2017; Grach514

and Demekhov 2018a,b).515

In summary, for EMIC wave packets with amplitudes around 1 nT nonlinear effects play an important516

role in the formation of precipitating fluxes, even in the cases when wave packets are short and trapping517

by the wave field is not effective. Model wave packets with main parameters based on observations give518

a satisfactory description of precipitation dynamics, but real fine structure of a wave packet influences519

actual values of precipitating fluxes very significantly. It may be of interest to study other specific cases520

corresponding to real observations, and this will be a subject of future work.521
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